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1. Introduction

Glaucoma is an age related heterogeneous group of diseases affecting 70 million people worldwide that is commonly associated with elevated intraocular pressure due to impairment of the outflow pathway of the trabecular meshwork, and characterized by pathological changes in optic nerve head, and lamina cribosa, leading to visual field defects and eventual blindness due to apoptosis of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) (Clark and Yorio, 2003; Fraser and Wormald, 1999; and Lipton, 2003). The predominant risk factor for patients that suffer from glaucoma is elevation of intraocular pressure (IOP) (Fatma, et al. 2008). Elevated IOP imposes strain on the unmyelinated portion of axons of the RGCs, at the optic nerve head where they take a 90 degree turn to traverse to their final destination at the lateral geniculate nucleus in the thalamus of the brain, or to the superior colliculus in lower vertebrate animals (Quigley 1981). This strain on the axons of the RGCs at the optic nerve head is thought to be the initiating primary insult that damages the axons of the RGCs, inhibiting retrograde transport of neurotrophic factors produced in the brain, and eventually leading to cell death of RGCs (Quigley 1981). This primary insult is hypothesized to initiate a release of noxious secondary factors including glutamate, endothelin, and tumor necrosis-factor-α from injured RGCs and proliferating astrocytes going through reactive gliosis (Clark and Yorio 2003; Prasanna et al., 2010; Tezel and Wax, 2000; Tezel et al., 2001; Tezel and Wax 2004; Nakazawa et al. 2006). These secondary factors are also hypothesized to be associated with RGC death. Other mechanisms include ischemia/hypoxia at the optic nerve head, which could trigger release of glutamate, endothelin-1 (ET-1) and TNF-α from astrocytes, which could contribute to neurodegeneration.

Currently used treatment modalities for glaucoma are agents targeted at lowering IOP and preventing the primary insult contributing to RGC apoptosis. If the main cause of RGC death is axotomy due to pressure induced trauma to axons at the optic nerve head, then a reduction of IOP should protect the remainder of RGCs and halt the progression of this disease process. Although IOP in glaucoma patients is often held within “normal” ranges, the disease process and RGC death can still progress. Additionally, patients with IOP measurements of 6-10 mmHg (normal being 10-20 mmHg) can still develop glaucoma (normal tension glaucoma), thus suggesting that elevation of IOP is not the only predisposing factor for patients that suffer from glaucoma, and suggests that there may be
secondary causes of RGC apoptosis during the progression of this heterogeneous disease process (Bahrami 2006). However, what remains unclear are the secondary factors contributing to the continual apoptotic cell death of the RGCs after the hypothesized initial insult to axons, causing optic nerve damage at the lamina cribosa. Commonly proposed secondary factors that appear to be implicated in this self-perpetuating model of RGC death include free radical formation, glutamate excitotoxicity, and trophic factor withdrawal. Agents that can block these noxious agents need to be studied for their potential role as neuroprotective agents that can protect injured and uninjured RGCs, enhance viability and functionality after exposure to both primary and secondary causes of RGC death during this disease process. These neuroprotectants can be administered as adjunct therapies to IOP lowering agents with a view to provide better therapeutic options aimed at treating both the major risk factor (IOP elevation) as well as secondary pathological process (RGC death) of glaucoma.

Fig. 1. Mechanisms underlying neurodegeneration in glaucoma. Elevated intraocular pressure (IOP) is a well known risk factor contributing to axon loss and retinal ganglion cell death. Other factors including ischemia/hypoxia and lesser known glaucomatous stimuli have been hypothesized to contribute to release of other mediators including glutamate, endothelin-1 and TNF-α from astrocytes which produce degenerative effects on RGCs. Damage to RGCs could unleash secondary factors which contribute to apoptosis of RGCs and subsequent loss of visual field.

Much of the studies conducted in the area of neuroprotection to treat glaucoma has been conducted in animal models where IOP is chronically elevated for a few weeks to months in order to monitor RGC survival when different neurotrophic agents are administered. IOP is artificially elevated in these animal models using several experimental approaches: hypertonic saline injections of the episcleral vessels in the eye causing venous congestion (Morrison et al. 1997), by injection of hypertonic saline into the limbal plexus causing sclerosis of trabecular meshwork (Johnson et al. 2009), through laser-induced damage to the trabecular meshwork causing impairment of aqueous humour outflow (Levkovitch-Verbin et al. 2009).
et al. 2002), or by trabecular meshwork obstruction by injecting polystyrene beads (Sappington et al. 2010). Researchers also use DBA/2J mice carrying inherent genetic mutation in the glycoprotein Nmb-like protein (Gpnmb) and tyrosinase-related protein 1b (Tyrp 1b) genes which causes iris atrophy late in the lifespan of these mice (John et al. 1998). This atrophy causes sloughing off of the iris pigment which clogs the meshwork and leads to elevation of IOP and RGC loss (Anderson et al. 2002). Some studies also use a more acute in vivo model of RGC death called optic nerve crush, in which the axons protruding from the posterior pole of the eye are physically crushed using forceps (Heacock and Agranoff, 1976; Benowitz et al., 1981). This acute in vivo model causes considerable RGC death after 1-2 weeks following the crush; therefore, this experimental paradigm enables researchers to quickly screen a variety of agents for neuroprotective properties (Danesh-Meyer 2011). The optic nerve crush is a traumatic optic neuropathy model producing damage to optic nerve axons, however it has provided insight into the neuroprotective ability of various test compounds administered intravitreally (Danesh-Meyer 2011). In addition, the optic nerve crush model has also been useful to study other systemic factors conferring neuroprotection. For instance, it was found that a T-cell-mediated immune response directed against self-antigens residing in the site of damage can be beneficial for the injured optic nerve or spinal cord (Schwartz 2004).

Drugs for neuroprotection to treat glaucoma have to reach the axons and somas of the RGCs. It would be ideal to administer these neuroprotectants as eyedrops; however, the eye possesses key barriers that would impede pharmaceutical agents from penetrating to the back of the eye. The most notable barriers include the precorneal tear clearance and the selective corneal epithelial barrier (Ghate and Edelhauser 2008). The traditional means available to administer pharmaceutical agents to the posterior segment of the eye include: intravenous or oral (which has poor bioavailability with increasing risks of systemic side effects), intravitreal injections (which has excellent bioavailability but carries the inherent risk of ocular infections), or periocular injections (Ghate and Edelhauser 2008). More recent drug delivery systems that could serve to administer neuroprotectants to the posterior pole of the eye include nanoparticles and viral vectors which hold much promise to prolong effective treatment to the retina and optic nerve. Nanoparticles can administer a prolonged steady flow of neuroprotective compounds to the back of the eye for a long period of time (Diebold and Calonge 2010). Additionally, both nanoparticles and viral vectors could be used to administer gene therapies in order to up-regulate potent protective genes, and down-regulate neurodegenerative genes. Specifically, gene therapy through viral vectors has gained some momentum in recent years especially after treatment of patients suffering from Leber’s congenital amaurosis, using adeno-associated viral vector encoding RPE65, showed promising results of safety and efficacy (Bainbridge et al. 2008). A number of studies have been conducted over the past 30 years to identify neuroprotective molecules to protect the neurons in central nervous system (CNS) from acute (stroke) and chronic neurological diseases (e.g. Alzheimer, Parkinson, and glaucomatous optic neuropathy), with numerous encouraging preclinical neuroprotective outcomes, however most clinical studies done to demonstrate neuroprotection in humans failed to show efficacy. Only three neuroprotective drugs have been demonstrated to improve outcomes in human clinical trials: riluzole for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, memantine for moderate to severe Alzheimer disease (Bensimon et al. 1994, Lacomblez et al. 1996, Reisberg et al. 2003) and brimonidine for low pressure glaucoma (Krupin et al. 2011). Memantine and riluzole have failed to have a dramatic impact on the progression of these neurological diseases.
From the perspective of clinical trials aimed at developing neuroprotective therapies in glaucoma, the memantine trial was disappointing and failed to demonstrate efficacy in two large multicenter clinical trials at sites worldwide (Allegran 2008). Brimonidine (α2 adrenergic agonist) was another drug given to a small group of patients suffering from ischemic optic neuropathy, where the treated and untreated groups did not show any statistical significant difference in visual field tests (Wilhelm 2006). However, a recent promising study of brimonidine treatment in patients suffering from low-pressure glaucoma, suggests that patients treated with brimonidine are less likely to have worsening of visual fields compared to patients treated with timolol (Krupin et al., 2011). Further studies are required to determine the long term neuroprotective and clinical efficacy of brimonidine in glaucoma patients.

A review article written by Levin and Danesh Meyer (2010) go on to describe the disparity between pre-clinical neuroprotective data and clinical trials. They emphasize lack of appropriate animal models for each neurological disease, appropriate dose of the neuroprotective compounds, timing of the neuroprotective agent administration, poor pre-clinical study designs, premature initiation of clinical trials, problems in execution of neuroprotection clinical trials, and choice of clinical end points. Some or all of these factors may result in the disparity that is observed between pre-clinical experimental results, and clinical trials.

The difficulty in finding an appropriate animal model for neurological diseases is that for most neurological diseases, it is unclear why and how certain specific subpopulations of neurons die. For example in glaucoma, increasing levels of IOP is the major risk factor for patients suffering from glaucoma. In fact, when an individual’s IOP reaches 21 mm Hg or higher (normal values being close to 16 mm Hg), IOP lowering agents are administered as a preventative measure so that patients do not develop glaucoma. However, the Baltimore Eye Survey published in 1991 demonstrated that more than half of all the glaucomatous eyes tested in this prospective cohort had IOPs under 21mmHg, whether they were being treated with IOP lowering agents or not (Sommer et al. 1991). Yet, the only animal models used to mimic the disease of glaucoma are those that artificially elevate IOP. Therefore, there is a paucity of animal models that accurately mimic the disease process of primary open angle glaucoma.

Other impediments in the discovery of neuroprotective compounds in clinical trials from promising pre-clinical data is trying to identify the correct therapeutic dose for these neurological diseases in humans (Danesh-Meyer and Levin 2009). Knowing how much of a drug reaches its therapeutic target in the retina is a challenge. Also, most pre-clinical studies looking at the neuroprotective compounds often administer these compounds before the glaucomatous insult (Danesh-Meyer and Levin 2009). This never happens in clinical practice, as most patients enrolled in these neuroprotective clinical trials have advanced disease pathology. Lastly, many investigators carrying out pre-clinical animal studies looking at neuroprotection often are not blinded to the animal getting the therapeutic agent (Danesh-Meyer and Levin 2009). This could inadvertently bias the researcher that is trying to demonstrate neuroprotective efficacy in an animal model. If researchers can adopt a set standard of rules that more closely mimics the rules applied to patients going through clinical trials, perhaps fewer drugs will show promising pre-clinical data (Bebarta 2003). However, those drugs which show pre-clinical efficacy in animal models with standardized protocols could be more closely investigated in order to discover a more effective neuroprotective compound in humans that can treat glaucoma. Moreover, interventions in
different steps of the neurodegenerative pathways could have an additive effect to bolster neuroprotective effects. The failure of the memantine clinical trial for treating glaucoma has generated skepticism over the discovery of neuroprotective agents to treat glaucoma. Memantine is a drug that blocks the toxic effects of glutamate excitotoxicity by antagonizing N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (Chen et al. 1992 and Parsons et al. 1993). Glutamate excitotoxicity and its effects on RGCs are not without controversy. Studies have demonstrated that glutamate excitotoxicity has toxic effects on primary hippocampal neurons but not on primary RGCs. A thorough investigation by Ullian et al. (2004) which showed that primary RGCs cultured in the presence of 500 \( \mu \text{M} \) glutamate for 1 hour did not cause apoptosis of these cells. However, hippocampal neurons treated with glutamate for 1 hour produced almost 100% death of these cultured cells. While this is one report of inability of glutamate to kill RGCs, it does demonstrate that perhaps there may be different levels of susceptibility to the same noxious stimuli between different types of neurons in the CNS. If excitotoxicity does not occur in RGCs, then there is less likelihood of memantine to work as a neuroprotective compound in patients suffering from glaucoma. It is not completely clear how RGCs are dying in the disease process of glaucoma. Without fully understanding the mechanisms of cell death in neurodegenerative diseases, it is difficult to develop strategies for neuroprotection. Perhaps, the lack of a comprehensive understanding of the pathways leading to degeneration in the CNS is a stumbling block in the development of a neuroprotective compound in humans.

As mentioned earlier, most of the molecular studies done on neurons have been performed on cortical neurons, not RGCs. Additionally, researchers have identified up to 22 different morphological distinct RGC subtypes in a mouse retina (Sun et al., 2002; Badea and Nathans, 2004, Kong et al., 2005, Coombs et al., 2006; Völgyi et al, 2009). Even though it is assumed that all these RGCs behave in a similar fashion, it is unclear if each subtype of RGCs has its own set of distinct rules for survival and functionality. Besides, it is not known if some of these subtypes of RGCs are the ones that are consistently dying in glaucoma. This adds even more complexity to the research that is being conducted in neuroprotection. Lastly, an emerging area of research being conducted is the investigation of neuronal cell death in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in glaucoma (Gupta et al., 2006). The LGN is a subcortical structure that receives the axons of the RGCs, and relays that information to the visual cortex. The LGN has been demonstrated to show apoptotic changes after intravitreal NMDA injections (Shimazawa et al., 2007; Suemori et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2008). Additionally, it is one of the hypothesized reasons for why nearly 50% RGC loss is needed to cause visual field loss, and why the initial loss of RGCs does not cause any noticeable defect in visual function (Quigley et al. 1989). Perhaps there is a need to also look at the neuroprotective capabilities of various compounds in the retina and the brain. This is another emerging area of interest that is poised to draw a lot of attention in the coming years, and will probably help to unveil some of the key mechanisms underlying apoptosis of RGCs in the disease process of glaucoma.

Many neuroprotective agents targeting various proposed pathological mechanisms associated with RGC death in glaucoma have been tested. These include calcium channel blockers, trophic factors, and anti-apoptotic factors (Danesh-Meyer 2011). Other neuroprotective strategies include, blocking the toxic effects of TNF-\( \alpha \) and endothelin, and providing immunomodulation (Frank et al. 2009, Krishnamoorthy et al. 2008, Nakazawa et al. 2006, Schober et al. 2008, Schwartz, 2004). Other studies have demonstrated that
mesenchymal stem/stromal cell transplantation can also provide robust neuroprotective effects in rat models of glaucoma (Bull et al. 2009 and Johnson et al. 2010). This chapter focuses on those therapies which have demonstrated pre-clinical neuroprotective effects against excitotoxicity, blocking pathological influxes of calcium, and neurotrophin withdrawal. Additionally, a section will discuss emerging neuroprotectants including endothelin antagonists, TNF antagonists and sigma-1 receptor agonists as potential therapeutic targets in treating RGC degeneration.

2. Neurotrophins and their role in neuroprotection

This section will discuss the role of neurotrophins in promoting neuroprotection under conditions of neurotrophin deprivation observed in several models of glaucomatous optic neuropathy. The various types of neurotrophins and their receptors as well as their downstream signaling pathways will be briefly described. Results obtained after different strategies for neurotrophin delivery in animal models of glaucoma will be discussed.

2.1 Neurotrophins their function and structure

Neurotrophins (NTs) are a family of proteins that promote survival (Hempstead BL, 2006), development and function (Reichardt LF, 2006) of neurons and maintenance of the nervous system. They could be considered as the growth factors of the nervous system and are secreted primarily by the target tissue innervated by neurons. Typically, during development, only those neurons that make synaptic contact with target cells releasing neurotrophins survive, while others neurons that unable to gather trophic support are eliminated via apoptosis. The term trophic is widely used to point to a pro-survival action towards target cells by signaling molecules, including neurotrophins (NTs). Neurotrophins are the member of the neurotrophic factors (NTFs) family (Table 1). The NT family is composed of Nerve Growth Factor (NGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), Neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) and Neurotrophin-4/5 (NT-4/5). Other related class of proteins include several neurotrophic factors which provide trophic support to RGCs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurotrophic factor group</th>
<th>Neurotrophic factor member</th>
<th>Main receptors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurotrophins</td>
<td>Nerve Growth Factor (NGF)</td>
<td>TrkA, p75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor (BDNF)</td>
<td>TrkB, p75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neurotrophin-3 (NT3)</td>
<td>TrkC, TrkA, TrkB, p75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neurotrophin-4/5 (NT4/5)</td>
<td>TrkB, TrkA, TrkC, p75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other NTFs</td>
<td>Ciliary Neurotrophic Factor (CNTF), Leukemia Inhibitory Factor (LIF), Transforming Growth Factor β 1-3 (TGFβ1-3), Transforming Growth Factor α(TGFα), Glial Cell Line-Derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF), Neurturin (NTN), Persephin (PSP), Artemin (ARTN), Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), Neuritin -1, Insulin-like Growth Factors 1-2 (IGF-1, IGF-2), Stem Cell Factor (SCF), Platelet-Derived Growth Factor (PDGF), Erythropoietin (Epo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Neurotrophic factor groups, members and main receptors
In addition to synthesis of neurotrophins in the brain, all of them are locally produced in the retina. NGF’s (Liu et al 2010) and NT-3’s (Seki et al, 2004) mRNA were found in the retina. BDNF and NT4/5 are expressed by RGCs (Vecino et al., 2002, Spalding et al., 2004) and by Muller cells in the retina (Seki et al., 2005). Other sources of neurotrophins in the eye include the lamina cribrosa cells and optic nerve head astrocytes which were found to express both NTs and Trk receptors (Lambert et al., 2001). BDNF is synthesized primarily in the brain and together with its receptor TrkB is taken up by RGC axon terminals and transported retrogradely to the somas of RGCs. Table 2 shows chromosomal localization of NT receptors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor</th>
<th>chromosome</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p75</td>
<td>17q21-q22</td>
<td>(Huebner et al., 1986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrkA</td>
<td>1q21-q22</td>
<td>(Weier et al., 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrkB</td>
<td>9q22.1</td>
<td>(Nakagawara et al., 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrkC</td>
<td>15q25</td>
<td>(Valent et al., 1997)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Chromosomal localizations of neurotrophin receptor genes. The BDNF protein is coded by the bdnf gene. In humans, this gene is located on chromosome 11p13 (Maisonpierre et al., 1991) and codes for a 247 aa protein. NT-3 gene nt-3 is located on human chromosome 12p13 (Maisonpierre et al., 1991) codes for a 257 aa protein. Human nt-4/5 gene encodes the NT-4/5 protein comprising of 210 aa and is localized to chromosome 19 band q13.3 (BERKemeier et al., 1992). NGF (299 aa protein) is coded by a gene located on chromosome 1p13.1 (www.kegg.com)

All neutrophins are synthesized as large precursors and they have analogous biochemical characteristics (Sariola et al., 1994; Barbacid 1995). They contain nerve growth factor family signature ([GSRE]-C-[KRL]-G-[LIVT]-[DE]-x(3)-[YW]-x-S-x-C). BDNF, NT-3 and NT-4/5 have been found to be structurally and functionally related to NGF (Lo DC, 1992). NGF is a protein of about 120 residues. It contains six cysteines which are involved in intra-chain disulphide bonds. Representation of the structure of NGF is shown on Figure 2. All neurotrophins in modified mature forms are secreted and act as dimers

![Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the structure of NGF. The signature pattern for the NGF family contains the middle region which includes two of the six cysteines involved in formation of disulfide bonds. (Structure taken from http://www.expasy.org/prosite/PDOC00221). Where: ‘C’: conserved cysteine involved in a disulfide bond, ‘*’ position of the pattern](http://www.intechopen.com)
2.2 Neutrophin receptors TrkA, TrkB, TrkC and p75. Signaling through NT receptors

The neurotrophins in general are able to bind to two types of receptors. The high-affinity binding occurs via Tropomyosin Receptor Kinase (TrkA, TrkB or TrkC) and low affinity binding via p75.

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.jpg)

**Fig. 3.** A) Preferred receptors for neurotrophins are shown by color coding: Green for TrkA, purple for TrkB and Blue for TrkC. All Neutrophins bind to p75 (Red arrow). B) Schematic representation of the Trk and p75 receptors showing individual domains.

![Fig. 4](https://example.com/fig4.jpg)

**Fig. 4.** AKT survival pathway activated by neurotrophins. Binding of neurotrophins to Trk receptors activates signal transduction pathway leading to activation of AKT which has an effect on several effectors. By inhibiting GSK3β, IKKβ, Bad and cytochrome C release, AKT prevents cell death. On the other hand cell survival responses are also activated by AKT through NFkB, mTor, Rac and cdc42 mediated mechanisms.
binding through common neurotrophin receptor p75 (p75NTR know also as LNGFR). Receptor p75 has no tyrosine kinase domain (Greene and Kaplan, 1995; Chao and Hempstead, 1995). Preferentially, NGF binds to TrkA, BDNF and NT-4/5 bind to TrkB and NT-3 binds to TrkC (Figure 3). However, NT-3 and NT-4/5 have the ability to also bind to all the Trk receptors with different affinities. All NTs bind to the p75 receptor, which is a member of tumor necrosis factor superfamily (Figure 3).

Binding of neurotrophin to Trk type receptor induces dimerization and transphosphorylation (MacPhee et al, 1999) followed by activation of signaling cascades leading in general to pro-survival cellular responses (Figure 5). However, specific cell responses to NT-dependent Trk activation, depend upon the cell context and the balance of associated adaptors and kinase proteins. A common feature of neurotrophin signaling through Trk has been activation of MAP kinases (Marshall, 1995). Trk dependent antiapoptotic and growth pathways are mediated by cytoplasmic adaptors proteins Shc (SHC), fibroblast growth factor receptor substrate 2 (FRS-2) and others effectors including phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-K) and phospholipase C gamma (PLCγ1) (Chao, 2003; Huang and Reichardt, 2003). PI3-kinase activates the RAC serine/threonine-protein kinase (AKT) pathway that supports cell survival and protein synthesis. Binding of NT to Trk receptors induces the PI3-K→AKT→mTOR pathways evoking pro-survival and/or pro-growth cellular responses. Trk receptors are receptor tyrosine kinases which activate the prototypical Ras→Raf→MEK→ERK1/2 growth promoting pathway and PLCγ1 supports activation of the PKC pathway. Trk dimers promotes also phosphorylation of ankyrin-rich membrane spanning protein (ARMS) causes formation of CrkL-C3G complex, resulting in Rap1-dependent sustained ERK activation leading to pro-survival events (Arevalo et al, 2004).

Fig. 5. A simplified summary of the NT signaling pathways. NTs binding to Trk receptors activate primarily a cell survival response. p75 receptors have predominantly cell death and growth arrest promoting effects.
Trk receptors have different isoforms, some of which are deficient in the catalytic tyrosine kinase intracellular domain and their role is so far unknown (Barbacid 1995). Trk receptors may switch from pro-survival to pro-apoptotic action in the absence of its specific ligands (Calissano et al. 2010). During conditions of NT deprivation Trk signaling leads to cell death. The same effect can be caused by an over-production of TrkA which may induce a switch from an ERK→CREB pro-survival pathway to a MEK3/6→p38MAP pro-apoptotic cascade (Figure 5). It has been demonstrated that during NTs deprivation, the pro-apoptotic protein Bad is associated with Bcl-2/Bcl-xl at the mitochondrial membrane and inhibits Bcl-2/Bcl-xl, promoting cell death (Lodish et al., 2000).

A well established function of the p75 receptor is to promote cell death. When p75 receptor does not interact with Trk it promotes pro-apoptotic signal cascades. Signaling mediated through receptor p75 and its partner leucine rich repeat and Ig domain containing 1 (LINGO-1) is coupled to the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway (Nykjaer, 2005). Recently two binding partner proteins namely, ankyrin repeat - rich membrane spanning protein (ARMS) and Fas apoptosis inhibitory molecule (FAIM) were found to interact with p75 as well as Trk and modulate their signaling pathways thereby promoting survival (Chang et al, 2004, Sole et al, 2004). Moreover, when p75 interacts with pro-neutrophins bound to Vsp10p-domain receptor Sortilin, forming a ternary complex, it causes a pro-apoptotic response through TNF-α (Chikar et al 2008 and Nykjaer et al, 2004). p75 receptor can also positively regulate Trk receptor mediated pro-survival events by forming complex with Trk receptor facilitating its binding to NTs (Huang and Reichardt, 2003). p75 is able to promote neuronal survival via nuclear factor kappa B (NFκB) signaling (Hamanoue et al, 1999). The simplified signaling pathways regulating neuronal pro-survival or death depending on receptor, receptor-ligand or receptor-receptor-ligand interaction are presented in Figure 5.

2.3 Theory of neurotrophin deprivation and its relevance to glaucoma

During embryonic development, RGCs elongate neurites towards their targets within the brain. These targets actively secrete NTs in particular BDNF. When there is an insufficient supply of NTs to developing RGCs they undergo apoptosis (Meyer-Franke et al, 1995). In adult retinas, similar processes could take place. When a stable complex of NT and its Trk receptor is formed it is taken up by endocytosis and transported retrogradely up the axon to cell body (Ibáñez, 2007). Retrograde and orthograde axonal transport can be blocked by elevated intraocular pressure (elevated IOP) (Johansson, 1988). During conditions of elevated IOP, retrograde transport of NTs and Trk complexes is blocked and their accumulation occurs at the optic nerve head. This phenomenon is believe to be a main cause of neurotrophic deprivation in RGCs (Quigley et al., 2000, Pease et al., 2000) and may lead to neurodegenerative changes seen in glaucoma. Johnson et al. (2000) showed that a gradual depletion of BDNF and NT-4/5 occurs in the proximal optic nerve and in the superior region of the retina, as a possible response to elevated IOP. It is known that the survival of adult RGCs is maintained by transported as well as locally produced NTs (Raju et al., 1994). The blockage of retrograde transport of NTs causes gradual depletion of NTs in the retina. It seems that NTs trafficked from the brain can help in RGC survival in cases of injury, where the efficacy of local neurotrophins is not sufficient. During glaucoma, in the situation of injury to RGCs, decreased local production of NTs in the retina as well as additional obstruction to retrograde transport could have significant implications in disease progression. The obstruction of retrograde transport precipitated by posterior displacement of the lamina cribrosa due to elevated IOP is the main hypothesis underlying glaucomatous
optic neuropathy (Quigley et al., 2000, Pease et al., 2000). Figure 6 shows the mechanisms involved in the blockage of retrograde transport of growth factors due to ischemia or increased IOP.

![Fig. 6. Schematic representation of blockade of transport of neutrophic factors](image)

While there is acceptance that neurotrophin deprivation leads to glaucoma, several studies found transiently elevated levels of NTs (BDNF and NT3) in the retina after injury. In acute optic nerve injury like optic nerve crush, there was an initial short term increase in retinal BDNF and TrkB levels (Hirsch et al., 2000) followed by a decrease in TrkB receptors below normal level which had a correlation to apoptosis of RGCs (Chen and Weber, 2004). One plausible explanation for the short term increase in retinal BDNF and TrkB levels might be endogenous synthesis of NTs in response to the cessation of axonal transport. There was a loss of BDNF and NT-4/5 from the superior retina which coincided with evidence of axonal degeneration during elevated IOP in rats (Johnson et al., 2000). However, neurotrophin deprivation by itself could not be the only explanation for RGC death during glaucoma. As discussed earlier, NTs are locally produced in the retina (Ugolini, 1995, Seki, 2005). It is possible that in case of retrograde transport blockade, NTs expressed in situ should serve as proper compensation to the brain derived NTs. However, there is no clear agreement about the relative contribution of brain and locally derived NTs towards neuronal survival, as well as various effects of NTs on somal and axonal compartments (Quigley et al., 2000, Kimpinski et al., 1997 and Kuruvilla et al., 2000).

### 2.4 Promoting RGC survival in experimental models of neurotrophin deprivation

Exogenous NTs administration can decrease RGC loss during axonal injury; however, so far this strategy resulted only in temporary effects (Clarke et al., 1998, Di Polo et al., 1998, Isenmann et al., 1998, Bahr, 2000). This could be due to a deficit in Trk receptors in injured RGCs (Chen and Weber, 2004). Coassin et al. (2008) demonstrated that during elevated IOP retinal NGF expression was upregulated and it correlated with RGC death, mainly as the ratio of TrkA to p75 was shifted toward pro-apoptotic p75. Rudzinski et al. (2004) suggested that RGC apoptosis during elevated IOP was not only due to neurotrophic factor deprivation, but also dysfunction of NT receptors and their signaling pathways. It is clear that mere administration of NTs would not be efficacious as a neuroprotective strategy, suggesting that a concurrent regulation of receptor expression would be necessary for optimal neuroprotection.
2.4.1 Pure protein delivery

Sawai et al (1996) investigated the effect of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), neurotrophin NT-4/5, or NT-3 on retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons regeneration in the retinas of rats after optic nerve transection. The authors found that intravitreal injections of BDNF as well as NT4/5 were able to increase the branch median lengths by eightfold which could have implications for RGCs regrowth into their CNS targets in future therapies.

In many experimental studies, axotomy or severe nerve crush has been used as a nerve injury model. Administration of BDNF after optic nerve injury in a cat model resulted in a 55% increase in ganglion cell survival 1 week after nerve crush and 79% by the second week. Combined introduction of BDNF to the eye as well as the visual cortex increased these values further by 17%. Based on the results it was concluded that combined treatments of the eye and brain targets presented more effective approaches against nerve injury and RGC survival (Weber et al., 2010). Administration of 200 μg/mL NGF eye drops has been shown to be neuroprotective for RGC in rat eyes by inhibiting apoptosis of RGCs in animals with glaucoma. More significantly, the authors tested the same eye drops on three human glaucoma patients for three months. Patients were evaluated for changes in pattern electroretinography, visual field and visual evoked potential assays. The NGF topical administration caused improvements in inner retinal function, however no placebo controls were included in this study (Lambiase et al., 2009). In another study Colafrancesco et al. (2011) produced elevated IOP by hypertonic saline intravitreal injections into rat eyes to investigate the role of NGF on damaged RGCs and axons. Pressure elevation transiently caused an increase in NGF in the retina, followed by a drastic drop below normal levels leading to RGC apoptosis. This study showed that non-invasive, topical delivery of NGF as eye drops protected RGCs from degeneration and death. It is however unclear how NGF could penetrate the eye and reach higher order brain structures to produce therapeutic effects.

2.4.2 Gene therapy

Gene therapy has emerged as a promising avenue for the treatment of ocular disorders after the successful phase I clinical trial for Leber’s Congenital Amaurosis using AAV-mediated gene delivery of the RPE65 gene (Bainbridge et al. 2008). Gene therapy as a delivery method to the retina using viral vectors has also been successful in several animal models of eye diseases including retinal degeneration, inherited retina degeneration, retinitis pigmentosa or canine childhood blindness (Martin et al., 2003). Using an experimental rat glaucoma model, it was shown that AAV mediated administration of BDNF to the RGCs significantly increased RGC survival (up to 52%) after 4 weeks of IOP elevation (Martin et al, 2003). In another study, Cheng et al. (2002) overexpressed TrkB receptor using AAV vector and combined this therapy with exogenous intraocular injections of pure BDNF, and found an increase in RGC survival. Their results indicated that TrkB-induced RGC rescue was caused by activation of the MEK → MAPK but not the PI-3K → AKT pathway. In another approach to protect RGCs, Di Polo et al. (1998) targeted BDNF to the Muller cells and found a 4.5-fold increase in surviving RGCs, 16 days post-injury in an optic nerve axotomy model in rats.

2.4.3 Intravitreal transplantation

Intravitreal transplantation of progenitor or stem cells is a rapidly growing research field. Despite the fact that transplantation is a very attractive approach, many barriers to clinical efficacy remain such as an acute immune response and rejection of the transplants. To
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overcome these difficulties subsequent multiple immunosuppressive therapies either alone or in combination with exogenous erythropoietin or chondroitinase ABC treatment have been used in parallel. There is a question of ethical issues connected to stem cell therapy. Transplantation of progenitor or stem cells is an emerging approach for treating neurodegenerative conditions of the CNS, and in particular the retina. It has been suggested that the neuroprotective effects of transplanted cells occur via the production and secretion of NTFs (Bull et al., 2008). So far, many different cell types including bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (Inoue et al., 2007), embryonic stem (ES) cells (Banin et al., 2006) and neuronal stem cells (Grozdanic et al., 2006) have been used for the treatment of retinal degeneration and were found to integrate into the retina and differentiate into mature cell types. Transplantation of photoreceptor precursors to rhodopsin-deficient mice retinas resulted in incorporation and differentiation of progenitors to fully functional photoreceptors (MacLaren et al., 2006 and Bartsch et al., 2008). Similar strategies could be used for RGCs, but the mechanism could be more complicated. In the rat model of raised IOP by laser treatment, oligodendrocyte precursor cells (OPCs) were intravitreally transplanted to the retina. Transplanted OPCs survived up to 12 weeks post surgery and were found to localize in proximity to the RGCs. The transplanted cells increased survival rate of injured RGCs by up to 60% (Bull et al., 2009). Use of MSCs derived from bone marrow of patients is therapeutically very attractive because it allows autologous transplantation and has less ethical issues. This strategy was successfully used in an elevated IOP rat model by Yu et al. (2006) which resulted in significant RGC neuroprotection.

2.4.4 Neuroprotection via NT receptors and/or their downstream signaling modifications

Increasing NT concentrations was not always sufficient for neuronal survival and/or regeneration and the effects of administration of NTs were usually only transient. In some cases intraocular injections of NTs promoted neuronal survival; however, they also produced axonal dystrophy (Pernet et al., 2006). As previously discussed, there needs to be a balance between NTs and their receptors (Trk and p75), which depending on the cellular context can trigger contrary biological effects (anti- or pro- survival). Since there were difficulties with long-term stable administration of NTs in animal models of glaucoma and retinopathy, the selective agonists of Trk receptors or antagonists of p75 or their downstream pathway components have been studied as anti-glaucoma treatments. Combinations of growth factors and antagonist of protein forming complexes with Trk receptors can promote a sustained and efficacious rescue of ganglion cells. For instance, in the rat experimental model of laser derived ocular hypertension, an antagonist of LINGO-1, which was known to form a complex with TrkB receptor, produced its inhibition and long term protection of RGCs. This study showed that combined treatment of RGC by intravitreal injections of BDNF and LINGO-1-Fc provided long lasting neuroprotection after elevated IOP. This treatment was responsible for stable activation of the TrkB receptor (Fu et al., 2009). Therapeutic use of NGF has been able to only partially rescue RGCs from apoptosis and failed because the action depends on the receptor (TrkA or p75). This was supported by the finding that the TrkA receptor agonist (peptidomimetic D3) was effective in the treatment of experimental glaucoma caused by elevated IOP and decreased RGCs loss by 25% (She et al., 2007). However the best results were obtained by a combination of a TrkA receptor agonist together with a pressure lowering drug (betaxolol) in which 90% reduction of RGCs loss was observed (Shi et al., 2007). The synergistic effect of a combination of NGF and
peptidomimetic TrkA agonist, along with a peptidomimetic p75 antagonist prevented RGC cells loss following optic nerve transection (Lebrun-Julien et al., 2009). p75 increased production of neurotoxic proteins TNF-α and α(2)-macroglobulin. p75 was found to be expressed by the majority of glia and Muller cells and TrkA was found mainly in RGCs (Lebrun-Julien et al., 2009). In another study, wild type NGF failed to protect RGCs in tested models of glaucoma and nerve axotomy. NGF-C, a NGF selective agonist of TrkA, which does not bind to p75, was found to increase neuronal survival by 17% two weeks following axotomy and by 13% in a ocular hypertension glaucoma model. Other approaches used an anti-NGF monoclonal antibody (mAb NGF 30) blocking NGF binding to p75 without changes in NGF-TrkA interaction. This treatment caused a doubling of RGC survival post-axotomy and a 15% increase in RGC survival in an ocular hypotension model. Moreover, authors tested p75 receptor antagonists (THX-B and LM-24) in ON axotomy and ocular hypotension and found 37% and 21% RGC survival in the two experimental models. Antagonists of p75 inhibit TNF-α and α(2)-macroglobulin expression and were found to be neuroprotective in ON axotomy and ocular hypertension (Bai et al, 2010). Other approaches have employed TrkB agonists to produce neuroprotective effects. Unfortunately, many TrkB agonists were not able to fully mimic neuroprotective functions of BDNF on TrkB receptors. To discover small molecules having similar potency as BDNF, the authors developed a cell-based apoptotic assay and identified a potent TrkB agonist, deoxygedunin. Deoxygedunin was able to activate only TrkB, in a BDNF-independent manner evoking antiapoptotic cell pathways (ERK1/2 and AKT activation). When intravenously injected into mice (5mg/kg), deoxygedunin penetrated the blood brain barrier and strongly mimicked BDNF, in terms of its neuroprotective ability (Jang et al., 2010).

There are many complications in developing and testing new active ligands with greater specificity for pro-survival NTF receptors. Due to those difficulties, there were strategies developed to avoid receptor per se and activate downstream pro-survival pathways. There is still an incomplete understanding of the complexity of NT receptors signaling pathways, in particular to differentiate between target-mediated and cell body-mediated neurotrophin signaling. Zhou et al. (2005) hypothesized that stable activation of pro-survival ERK1/2 kinase, which is a downstream effector of Trk receptors, inhibits RGC death. Since MEK1 is a direct upstream activator of ERK1/2, increase in MEK1 should activate ERK1/2 expression. The authors found significant RGC protection in the AAV-MEK1 mice, with up to 60% greater survival compared to control mice after the 5th week of treatment (Zhou et al., 2005). Another study evaluated the neuroprotective effect of modification of downstream NTs effectors. A NK-4 cyanine dye produced neurotrophic effects and promoted neurite-outgrowth and cell proliferation of PC12 cells. Action of NK-4 was dependent on activation of PI3K-AKT but occurred independently of Trk. NK-4 additionally induced phosphorylation of AKT kinase. The authors showed increased cell count indicative of enhanced survival in the treated group versus control (Ohta et al., 2011).

Another key target for neuroprotection of RGCs is Rho kinase which is a member of the serine-threonine family of protein kinases activated by the small G protein Rho. Rho kinase inhibition has been shown to be beneficial for IOP regulation in patients and also enhances RGC survival and axon regeneration (Rao and Epstein, 2007). An attempt to modify downstream signaling of NT receptors was to stably inactivate Rho GTPase, which was shown previously to be a downstream effector of p75 /LINGO-1/Nogo-R complex which formation leads to cell death (Nykjaer et al., 2005). It is also known that neurotrophin (NGF, BDNF or NT-3) binding abolished RhoA activation. Inactivation of Rho proteins mimicked...
the effect of neurotrophins by increasing the rate of neurite elongation. (Yamashita et al., 2005). Bertrand et al. (2007) used multiple intraocular injections of membrane permeable C3-like Rho antagonists and found that sustained Rho inactivation acts as a pro-survival mechanism following optic nerve injury showing a 1.5 fold increase in RGCs survival. Co-receptor of p75 - NogoR can activate Rho kinase in a p75 dependent manner. In neurons, Rho has been shown to play a role in the regulation of apoptosis. The Rho antagonist C3-05 (to suppress Rho activation) was tested in the rodent model of acute nerve injury. In mice and rats treated with Rho-C3-05 the extent of cell death was significantly reduced by ~50% post-injury. The correlation between Rho kinase and p75 receptor was based on co-localization of active Rho with p75 after injury. Rho inactivation after injury inhibited apoptosis by preventing the synthesis of pro-apoptotic p75 receptor (Wang et al., 2002). The Rho antagonist C3-07 was successfully used in another study resulting in survival of RGCs by 1.5 fold after optic nerve lesion (Bertrand et al., 2007).

2.4.4.1 Other neuroprotective approaches

Shi et al. (2008) studied α-2-macroglobulin (α2-M) inhibitors for their neuroprotective abilities. It was found that α-2M act as a sink for NTs and therefore inhibits their bioavailability during glaucoma. The authors elevated IOP in rats by cauterization and by the Morrison’s model to test their hypothesis that neurotrophic deficit is due to neutralization of neurotrophins by α-2M. They proved that blocking α-2M, using specific inhibiting antibodies against α-2M was protective for RGCs even without lowering IOP (29% protection). Together with normalization of IOP the neutralization effect were even more pronounced (35% protection) (Shi et al., 2008).

Erythropoietin (Epo) is a glycoprotein hormone, synthesized in the kidney secreted by interstitial cells of the adrenal cortex in response to tissue hypoxia. Epo is a neurotrophic factor that could be developed as a new drug for neurological disorders. Epo posses a specific Epo/Epo-receptor system in the CNS and cerebrospinal fluid (Buemi et al., 2002). Zhong et al. (2007) studied the neuroprotective effects of intraperitoneal administration of erythropoietin(Epo) in the DBA/2J mouse model of glaucoma. Treatment with Epo at doses of 3000, 6000, and 12,000 U/kg body weight per week promoted RGC survival in DBA/2J glaucomatous mice without affecting IOP. These results suggested that Epo may be used as a potential therapeutic neuroprotectant in glaucoma. Since Epo does not cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) there is a tendency to recombine its structure that way that it will became permeable to BBB. Boado et al. (2010) developed new drug (HIRMAb(IgG)-EPO fusion protein) enabling Epo to cross the BBB.

2.4.5 Potential methods for NTs delivery

Topical eye drops, intraocular injections and systemically-administered compounds have been the conventional systems for delivering drugs to glaucomatous eye. However, these methods have many limitations and disadvantages. First, there is a factor of patient compliance, efficacy, side effects and absorption of the chemical. Several methods were discovered recently to improve long-term delivery of the drug, control dosage and reduce side effects. The goal might be achieved by different strategies such a slow-release biodegradable microspheres devices commonly made of poly-DL-lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA). PLGA spheres can be filled with chosen NT or receptor agonist which when intraocularly injected will result in slow, sustained drug release (Ward et al., 2007). Devices can be filled with not only NTs or receptor agonist/antagonist. It could be also fortified with
chemical compounds which have the ability to activate pro-survival or inhibit pro-apoptotic pathways, downstream to NTs. It is also possible to deliver viral constructs or siRNAs to the retina; however, genetic manipulation of human cells always represents a potential biohazard issue. The other new method for sustained delivery of glaucoma medication involves incorporation of the drug into a punctal plug. This method is already used for patients suffering from dry eye syndrome. Another approach is usage of solid lipid nanoparticles loaded with neuroprotective drugs. Researchers have reported promising results from experiments using laboratory-created nanoparticles to deliver a glaucoma medication (Li et al., 2011). Investigations into this approach for treating glaucoma were in very early stages. This approach can also be used for NTs delivery. Animal experiments using nanoparticles demonstrated that they can actively migrate through the vitreous and neurosensory retinal layers, reaching the retinal pigment epithelium and choroid. This capability has proved to be useful particularly in treatment of retinal degeneration diseases. Nanotechnology can be used in ophthalmology to treat retinal degenerative disease with gene therapy, prosthetics, and regenerative nanomedicine (Zarbin et al., 2010). Another emerging technology for drug delivery to the eye is encapsulated cell technology (ECT). ECT has also been developed to treat diseases of the central nervous system and the eye (Tao et al., 2002). ECT could be applied to neurodegeneration treatment in glaucomatous eyes. This device can serve as a source of neurotrophic factors produced by encapsulated cells in the eye. Such an approach was already successfully used to delivery CNTF in a dog model of retinitis pigmentosa.

3. Calcium channel blockers

Calcium channel blockers (CCBs) have a therapeutic potential in treating glaucomatous optic neuropathy. However, their therapeutic potential as neuroprotectants has not yet been fully realized to treat glaucoma or other chronic neurodegenerative diseases. This section will discuss the importance of neuronal calcium signaling under normal physiological conditions. Secondly this section will then discuss the proposed hypothesis of calcium dysregulation in playing a key role in apoptosis, and the proposed mechanism of ischemia-reperfusion that has been demonstrated to occur in some cases of glaucoma. Lastly, this section will then discuss CCBs as neuroprotective pharmaceutical agents, retinal vessel dilators, and IOP lowering agents.

Under physiological conditions, calcium is an important neuronal intracellular signaling molecule found at very low cytoplasmic concentrations (100 nM) under normal non-excited states (1-2 mM extracellularly). This low intracellular calcium concentration allows a strong inward electrochemical gradient, and facilitates the ability for calcium to be used as a quick communicator to activate and suppress a number of different genes and signaling pathways that are critical for neuronal survival, long term potentiation, and synaptic plasticity. Interestingly, it seems that not all calcium influx is considered equal. Different subset of neuronal signaling pathways can be activated depending on which channel is used to mediate calcium conduction inside neurons.

RGCs are the output neurons of the retina that conveys all the visual information obtained from the retina to the brain. Different synaptic inputs are received on the dendrites of RGCs from bipolar cells and amacrine cells. The normal flow of electrical potentials through the retina is initiated at the back of the retina starting from the photoreceptor cells. The electrical information then travels from photoreceptor cells to bipolar cells, and finally to RGCs.
Glutamate is the main excitatory neurotransmitter that is released from photoreceptor cells and biopolar cells. Typically horizontal cells and amacrine cells modulate the electrical signal at the outer and inner plexiform layers respectively. Figure 7 shows various layers of the retina (A) and a representative retina flat mount (B).
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**Fig. 7.** A. Organization of the retinal layers. Confocal microscopic image of a rat retina section. The different layers of the retina are indicated in the picture: Nerve fiber layer (NFL), Ganglion cell layer (GCL), Inner plexiform layer (IPL), Inner nuclear layer (INL), Outer plexiform layer (OPL), Outer nuclear layer (ONL) and Outer Segment (OS). B. Representative flat mount showing different areas of the retina including superior, inferior, nasal and temporal.

Once glutamate is released from the axonal terminals of bipolar cells, it will migrate through the synaptic cleft to interact with glutamate receptors found on the dendrites of RGCs. Glutamate receptors are divided into two main classes: ionotropic and metabotropic. The ionotropic glutamate receptors are further divided into NMDA and non-NMDA subtypes. The non-NMDA receptors are also known as AMPAr and Kainate receptors. NMDA receptors are known for their ability to be highly permeable to $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ ion influx once they are activated. Typically NMDA receptors need both glutamate and glycine to be activated. However, NMDA receptors are subject to a Mg$^{2+}$ blockade preventing calcium ion influx when the membrane potential is at rest (-90 to -70 mV). This Mg$^{2+}$ can only be removed from the NMDA receptor complex once the membrane potential of the dendrites reaches between -20 and -30 mV. (Mayer et al., 1984; Ozawa et al., 1998) The Mg$^{2+}$ blockade is typically relieved by raising the membrane potential through the activation of non-NMDA receptors. The stimulation of these ionotropic receptors causes excitatory postsynaptic currents that then go to further activate voltage gated calcium channels (VGCCs). VGCCs are divided into two major classes of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ channels based upon the membrane potential that opens them. There are low-voltage activated (LVA) and high-voltage activated (HVA) channels. These channels can be further divided into T-type which is the LVA and L-, N-, P/Q, and R-type which are all HVA. Of the VGCCs, L-type is the one that is associated with calcium-mediated neuronal injury because of the prolong calcium influx that occurs when this channel is activated (Mark et al., 2001). Additionally, prolonged stimulation of VGCCs and NMDA channels has been shown in cortical neurons to suppress mitochondrial movement in the dendrites (Li et al., 2004).
Under normal physiological conditions, calcium signaling inside neurons mediates a number of second messenger pathways. For example, when calcium influx occurs through neuronal L-type VGCCs that are encoded by the CaV1.2 and CaV1.3 pore-forming subunits, the channel has the ability to activate CREB, MEF, and NFAT that can lead to the expression of genes like c-fos and bdnf (Graef et al., 1999; Mao et al., 1999; Sheng et al., 1990; Morgan and Curran, 1986; Murphy et al., 1991; Zafra et al., 1990). Similarly, NMDA receptors expressing NR2A-containing glutamate receptors have demonstrated to promote long term potentiation through Ras-GRF2 and ERK MAP kinase activation (Flammer et al., 1994). It is evident that calcium signaling through ionotropic glutamate receptors and VGCCs are essential and needed for neuronal survival and functionality. However, one caveat in all of these studies is that the data has not been replicated in primary RGCs. So though, it can be assumed that RGCs are an excitatory neuron and probably do behave in a similar fashion to cortical excitatory neurons, there is not much information to determine if cell survival and long term potentiation pathways are also activated in RGCs when NMDA and L-type VGCCs are activated.

In chronic neurological disease processes, it is plausible that the beneficial effects that occur from neuronal calcium signaling are suppressed, and an overload of calcium causes activation of the apoptotic cascade. For example, normal stimulation of intrasynaptic NMDA receptors under physiological conditions causes activation of many pro-survival pathways which lead to phosphorylation of cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) through activation of calmodulin-dependent protein (CaM) kinase pathway and Ras-extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 (ERK1/2) pathway (Hardingham et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2001; and Hardingham et al., 2001b). However, extrasynaptic NMDA stimulation suppresses CREB activation through the inactivation of Ras-ERK1/2 pathway (Hardingham et al., 2002; Hardingham et al., 2002b; and Ivanov et al. 2006). These opposing pathways are activated through similar receptors in different neuronal locations and demonstrate the importance of compartmentalization of calcium signaling in the neuron. When the same ionotropic calcium channel is stimulated, the location of that channel dictates the secondary pro-survival/pro-apoptotic pathways that are stimulated. It is clear from all these studies that basal calcium signaling is beneficial for the neuron, but overstimulation of these extrasynaptic NMDA receptors is detrimental for neuronal survival causing stimulation of apoptotic enzymes including calcineurin and calpain.

Calcineurin is a calmodulin-dependent serine-threonine phosphatase that activates Bad through dephosphorylation. This dephosphorylation causes BAD to dissociated from the inhibiting protein 14-3-3 and cause it to move into the mitochondrial outer membrane. Once Bad is on the outer mitochondrial members, it will bind to anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 or Bcl-XL and promote release of cytochrome c. (Wang et al., 1999; Heckman et al., 2006) Calcineurin activation and cytochrome c release has been linked with RGC death after optic nerve crush. (Huang et al., 2005) Lastly, RGC death has been shown to be attenuated in experimental models of optic nerve crush after treatment with a calcineurin inhibitor, FK506 (Huang et al., 2005).

Calpain is a Ca^{2+}-dependent cysteine protease that is implicated in many neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease (Nixon, 2003; Goll et al., 2003) Calpain activates calcineurin and transforms it into its constitutively activated form. Calpain activation has been detected in rat experimental glaucoma, (Huang et al., 2010) while its inactivation has demonstrated protection against excitotoxic neuronal cell death in vitro and in vivo (Wu et al., 2004).
Calcium channel blockers (CCBs) are pharmaceutical agents geared at halting calcium influx across cellular membranes and decreasing intracellular calcium levels. These agents are widely used clinically to control patients suffering from benign essential hypertension, angina pectoris, cardiac arrhythmias (like atrial fibrillation and paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia), and pulmonary hypertension. CCBs have been studied to treat many of the chronic neurological diseases afflicting individuals worldwide. CCBs could in theory act as neuroprotectants to help preserve neuronal viability, especially by halting the upstream activation of calcium sensitive apoptotic proteins (calcineurin and calpain) and can prevent permanent damage from the late stage activation of apoptosis (Loetscher et al., 2001). Many of the theories implicated in RGC death in glaucoma involve some form of calcium dysregulation. So if an appropriate CCB can be identified to treat RGCs vulnerable to apoptosis, then this pharmaceutical agent could halt the activation of many apoptotic pathways early on in the activation of the cell-death pathway. Additionally, CCBs have therapeutic potential in decreasing IOP and increasing retinal blood flow. Therefore, it is possible that a CCB treatment could act as a “silver bullet glaucoma therapy” by decreasing IOP, increasing retinal blood, and protecting RGCs by maintaining calcium homeostasis by acting as a neuroprotectant. The rest of this section will highlight CCBs as a pharmaceutical treatment to treat glaucoma as a neuroprotectant, retinal vessel vasodilator, and IOP reducing molecule.
The use of CCBs to treat glaucoma as a neuroprotectant is based upon the assumption that two fundamental molecular hypotheses implicated in RGC death in glaucoma are correct. These two hypotheses are that glutamate excitotoxicity exist, and that calcium dysregulation occurs and activates apoptotic enzymes in glaucoma. The debate over glutamate excitotoxicity as a pathological correlate to RGC death in glaucoma is addressed in the glutamate excitotoxicity portion of this chapter. There does appear to be evidence, as mentioned above, that calcium dysregulation does occur prior to RGC death. Drugs that are geared at blocking calcium ion influx mainly target two classes of ion channels, NMDA receptors and L-type VGCCs. The section on excitotoxicity will touch upon treatments that have shown neuroprotective potential through the blockade of NMDA receptors. Of the drugs that have been developed and used to treat human pathological conditions, there are three classes of drugs geared at blocking L-type VGCCs. These three main classes are the phenylalkylamine (PAA), or verapamil-like CCBs, the benzothiazepine (BTZ), or diltiazem-like CCBs, and the dihydropyridine (DHP), or nifedipine-like CCBs (Araie and Mayana, 2010). In animal studies, intraperitoneal injections of nifedipine showed neuroprotection and improved b-wave amplitude when rats received retinal ischemic damage (Crosson et al., 1990) Lomerizine is another L-type and T-type CCB that has demonstrated to have neuroprotective effects on ischemic retinal neurons in both in vitro and in vivo (Toriu et al., 2000). In primary RGC cultures exposed to hypoxic conditions (5% normal partial pressure), iganidipine, nimodipine, and lomerizine demonstrated robust RGC protection (Yamada et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2007).

Another pharmaceutical agent that has demonstrated neuroprotection to RGCs by blocking calcium currents is betaxolol, a β1-adrenoceptor antagonists (Araie and Mayana, 2010). This molecule has demonstrated to have binding affinity to L-type VGCCs and NMDA, and has been shown to decrease calcium influx through the cellular plasma membrane. (Melena et al., 1999; Bessho et al., 1991; Hester et al., 1994; Hoste and Sis, 1998; Setoguchi et al., 1995; Dong et al., 2006; Nagata et al., 2008) Considering the potential that blocking L-type VGCCs has demonstrated as being a neuroprotectant as described above, their may be therapeutic potential for treating patients afflicted with glaucoma with betaxolol as well. Betaxolol may act as an IOP lowering agent and as a neuroprotectant by blocking pathological influxes of calcium through L-type VGCCs. (Hirooka et al., 2000) Topical application of betaxolol has also been reported to induce expression of BDNF in the rat retina. (Wood et al., 2001). In vivo experiments also demonstrated protection through the attenuation of retinal damage to rabbits and rats subjected to ischemic insult (Wood et al., 2001; Wood et al., 2003; Osborne et al., 1999; Osborne et al., 2004; Cheon et al., 2002) or to rat eyes injected with NMDA or kainic acid (Osborne et al., 1999; Cheon et al., 2006). However given betaxolol’s L-type VGCC blocking effect, when this drug was tested next to timolol in a large comparative human clinical trial, there was no difference in disease progression between those patients taking either timolol or betaxolol (Watson et al., 2001; Araie et al., 2003). Lastly, in another human clinical trial, the conversion rate from ocular hypertension to glaucoma between betaxolol and placebo was not attenuated between the two treatment groups (Kamal et al., 2003).

The predominant theory of what precipitates the cascade of RGC death in glaucoma is the mechanical compression theory highlighted above. However, another theory of retinal ischemia reperfusion has been put forth to account for RGC loss as a consequence of insufficient retinal blood flow (Flammer, 1994). The retina receives its blood supply from the central retinal artery which is a branch from the ophthalmic artery (Olver, 1998). Insufficient blood flow to the retina is able to produce glaucomatous-like visual field defects, and...
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researchers have speculated that patients suffering from normal tension glaucoma could be developing glaucomatous optic neuropathy because of a vasospastic syndrome (Flammer et al., 1987; Broadway and Drance 1998). Research studies have actually demonstrated that patients suffering from glaucoma are more prone to suffer from vasospastic episodes (Gasser and Flammer, 1991; Rojanapongpun and Drance, 1993; O’Brien 1998). In fact, in some glaucoma patients, improvements are seen in retinal circulation and visual field defects when patients are treated with CCBs (Flammer and Guthauser, 1987; Guthauser et al., 1988).

As mentioned above, CCBs have the ability to block intracellular calcium influx, which can lead to relaxation of vascular smooth muscle and enable enhanced blood flow to perfuse certain organs. There are numerous studies that have been conducted in looking at the effects of nifedipine, nicardipine, verapamil, nimodipine, nilvadipine, and lomerizine on ocular blood flow and their abilities to counteract retinal vasospasm. In a prospective clinical trial, Kitazawa et al. (1989) treated 25 patients suffering from normal tension glaucoma with oral nifedipine for 6 months and was able to demonstrate improved visual fields. However, another study performed by Harris et al. (1997) showed that 6-month treatment with oral nifedipine in 21 patients failed to demonstrated significant difference in visual field and spatial contrast sensitivity. Another prospective study performed on patients with open angle glaucoma showed that a 3 month treatment with nifedipine had no affect on improving visual fields compared with the control group (Rainer et al., 2001). In contrast, nimodipine has demonstrated in multiple prospective clinical trials to improve visual function in normal tension glaucoma patients (Bose et al., 1995; Piltz et al., 1998; Boehm et al., 2003; Luksch et al., 2005) How some of these CCBs demonstrated improvement in visual function in patients suffering from glaucoma is unknown, but perhaps it could have been through both a vasodilator affect, and a direct neuroprotective effect on the RGCs.

A final therapeutic target for CCBs is their ability to lower IOP when given topically. The mechanism of action of CCBs in lowering IOP is still controversial. L-type VGCCs have been shown to exist on both human and bovine trabecular meshwork (TM) cells (Steinhausen et al., 2000; Wiederholt et al., 2000; Thieme et al., 2005). Ciliary epithelial cells also have DHP-sensitive, VGCCs (Farahbakhsh et al., 1994). CCBs act by decreasing in-flow through its effects on ciliary epithelial cells, or improve outflow through its effects on the TM cells. Out of all the therapies used to treat glaucoma, CCBs have the capability to lower IOP while also increasing retinal blood flow and protecting RGCs from pathological influxes of cytoplasmic calcium.

Though there is a lot of evidence correlating pathological influx of cytoplasmic calcium with RGC death, the fact of the matter is that there are probably many pathological pathways acting in concert with one another to elicit RGC apoptosis (Qu et al., 2010). For example, astrocytes and retinal glial cells can fail to take up glutamate from the excess glutamate that is being released from damaged RGCs in glaucoma (Adachi et al., 1998; Danbolt, 2001) Therefore, excitotoxicity then can cause pathological influx of calcium ions through overactivation of NMDA receptors and VGCCs. This elevation of calcium ions can not only cause activation of calcium specific apoptotic enzymes, but also generate large amounts of free radicals which can in-turn cause oxidative stress (Tezel, 2006). So therefore, it is not only important to investigate potential therapeutic targets that are geared at protecting RGCs from cell death caused by glaucomatous optic neuropathy insults, but it is just as important to understand basic cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying neuronal cell death in glaucoma.
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4. Glutamate excitotoxicity

Excitotoxicity is a process by which excitatory amino acids such as glutamic acid (glutamate) and aspartic acid produce overstimulation of their receptors leading to neurotoxicity and/or neurodegeneration. Glutamate is a major excitatory neurotransmitter both in the brain and in the retina. The excitatory neurotransmitters in the brain include glutamate and aspartate, while the inhibitory neurotransmitters include GABA, glycine and taurine. In the retina, glutamate is the primary neurotransmitter that is involved in the visual transduction pathway. Glutamate is an α-amino acid containing a second carboxylic acid (-COOH) group attached to the γ-carbon atom. In the CNS, glutamate does not cross the blood brain barrier, hence in neurons, glutamate is made from α-ketoglutarate, an intermediate of the TCA cycle. Another source of glutamate is the conversion of glutamine obtained from glial cells to glutamate within neurons. This cycle is described in Figure 9.
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Glutamate is generated by the enzyme, glutaminase, in the endoplasmic reticulum, packaged in the golgi apparatus into membrane-bound vesicles and transported down the axon by anterograde axonal transport on microtubules to the synaptic junctions. The membranes of the vesicles merge with the synaptic membrane and glutamate is released by exocytosis into the synaptic space. Upon release into the synapse, glutamate binds to glutamate receptors in the postsynaptic membranes. There are two principal classes of glutamate receptors: ionotropic and metabotropic receptors. Ionotropic receptors are ligand-gated ion channels which produce an influx of calcium and sodium ions upon binding to...
glutamate and similar agonists. Metabotropic receptors are G-protein coupled receptors which couple ligand binding to intracellular signal transduction mechanisms mediated by a variety of second messengers including cAMP and intracellular calcium. Excitotoxicity is mediated by ionotropic receptors which can be characterized into various subtypes according to the type of the selective agonist including, N-methyl D-aspartate (NMDA), α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionate (AMPA) and kainate. These agonists are not naturally occurring, but have a structural resemblance to glutamate. Glutamate binds to and activates all three classes of receptors namely, NMDA, AMPA and kainate receptors. NMDA receptor activation is important for synaptic plasticity which plays a key role in memory and learning. However, overstimulation of NMDA receptors contributes to elevation of intracellular calcium leading to neuronal injury.

The NMDA receptor has a tetrameric structures composed of two subunits of NR1 and NR2 subunits (Figure 10). There are four subtypes of NR2 subunits called NR2A, NR2B, NR2C and NR2D. Other related subunits including NR3 and NR4 have inhibitory effect on receptor activity. Activation of the NMDA receptor requires binding of two molecules of glutamate and two molecules of glycine which acts as a co-agonist. The AMPA receptor (AMPAr) also functions as a tetramer comprised of four different types of subunits including GluR1 to GluR4. Most AMPA receptors have a structure comprising of a combination of a dimer of GluR2 with a dimer of either GluR1, GluR3 or GluR4 (Figure 10). Each subunit of the AMPA receptor has a binding site for glutamate. Binding of glutamate to AMPA receptors causes an opening of the ion channel leading to an influx of sodium ions. AMPA and kainate receptors play an important role in facilitating rapid excitatory neurotransmission by rapid conduction of Na+ ions. AMPA receptors in the retina are also permeable to Ca2+ ions. Electrical stimulation of a presynaptic neuron causes glutamate release which activate AMPA receptors in the post-synaptic neuron. Activation of AMPAr causes depolarization of the post-synaptic neuron. However glutamate binding to NMDA receptors in weakly depolarized postsynaptic neurons is not sufficient to trigger activation of the receptors. NMDA receptors possess a high conductance Ca2+ channels which in normal resting state have a magnesium block that prevents activation of the channel. However, high frequency activation of the AMPAr (due to arrival of a train of nerve impulses) causes a release of the magnesium block of the NMDA receptors producing an influx of calcium ions. AMPArs have a dual role in neuroprotection depending upon their spatiotemporal pattern of expression. Increased expression of GluR1 in neurons has been demonstrated to facilitate dendrite outgrowth and synaptogenesis, while increased expression of GluR2 preserves existing dendritic arbors (Prithiviraj et al., 2008). This dynamic receptor moves into and out of the plasma membrane, and when the AMPAr complex is comprised of both the GluR1 and GluR2 subunits, it is correlated with synaptogenesis and long term potentiation (LTP) (Malinow and Malenka, 2002).

Under pathological conditions, when neurons are under stress, AMPAr is also implicated in cell death by excitotoxicity through the increase permeability of AMPAr to calcium ions by the endocytosis of GluR2 (Beattie et al., 2010). During elevation of IOP in a rodent model, GluR2 expression in the dying RGCs demonstrated a decreased level of expression, implying that this decrease level of GluR2 expression made the RGCs more susceptible to calcium overload through the increased permeability of calcium through the AMPArs. Typically AMPArs are impervious to calcium ion influx when GluR2 is associated with the AMPAr complex on the plasma membrane. So how can increased AMPAr expression be implicated both as a neuroprotective, neurotrophic physiological cellular process, and also
associated with increased neuronal excitotoxicity when neurons are under pathological stress? The answer appears to be in the ability to maintain GluR2 expression in the AMPAr complex in order to impede calcium ion influx through AMPAr on the plasma membrane while maintaining the beneficial role that AMPAr (GluR1/GluR2) plays in promoting dendritic outgrowth and promoting LTP (Gainey et al., 2009). Kainate receptors also have a tetrameric structure comprising of a combination of GluR5, GluR6 and GluR7 subunits. The role of kainite receptors is not as well understood as the NMDA and AMPA receptors (Figure 10).

Fig. 10. Classes of glutamate receptors and transporters. Glutamate acts by binding to three main classes of receptors including NMDA (A), AMPA (B) and Kainate receptors (C) which are ligand-gated ion channels. All the glutamate receptors are permeable to sodium, and calcium ions. NMDA receptor is a tetramer comprising of two subunits of NR1 and NR2. AMPA receptor contains four different types of subunits called GluR 1 to GluR4. Kainate receptors are also tetrameric in structure and their subunits are named KA1 and KA2 and GluR5 to GluR7. EAAT is a excitatory glutamate transporter which is a high affinity sodium dependent membrane-bound carrier protein having a ion channel-like structure.

While glutamate is the primary neurotransmitter in the vertical pathway of the retina (from photoreceptor to bipolar cells to ganglion cells), abnormal increase in glutamate has been thought contribute to retinal injury. One of the earliest observations describing glutamate excitotoxicity was made by Hayashi in 1954 who observed seizure activities in brain after administration of glutamate to neonatal mice. Subsequently, Lucas and Newhouse (1957) reported that postnatal mice fed with monosodium glutamate show loss of inner retinal neurons. These observations were the basis of “glutamate excitotoxicity” hypothesis in glaucoma. Excitotoxicity has also been shown to occur in clinical conditions including...
traumatic brain injury, stroke, epilepsy, and also in various neurodegenerative diseases including Huntington disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, AIDS dementia. Elevation of intracellular calcium is thought to be the primary mechanism leading to excitotoxicity by glutamate. The intracellular calcium levels are maintained at low levels (typically 100 nM in most cell types), while extracellular calcium concentrations are much higher (1 to 2 mM). NMDA receptors activation cause calcium influx into cells which produces membrane depolarization and this activates voltage-dependent calcium channels. Opening of these channels amplifies the calcium response, thereby exacerbating calcium overload in the cells. Calcium levels homeostasis maintained by a variety of calcium pumps and antiporters in the plasma membrane, endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria. $Ca^{2+}$-ATPases use energy inherent in ATP hydrolysis to pump calcium ions across the plasma membrane by active transport. These pumps have high affinity but low capacity, pumping out one $Ca^{2+}$ ion for each molecule of ATP hydrolyzed. Sodium calcium exchangers act as antiporters use the sodium gradient across the plasma membrane to exchange calcium ions for sodium ions. However under conditions of ischemia, due to poor energy (ATP) production, the sodium gradients across cell membranes are decreased thereby affect the ability antiporters to extrude $Ca^{2+}$ ions (Figure 11). All these factors contribute to elevation of cytosolic calcium. Increase in cytosolic calcium activates a variety of signaling molecules that influence the fate of cell survival. For example calcium binds to calmodulin and activate CaM kinase II which phosphorylates a variety of substrates, various enzymes and transcription factors. Calcium activates calpains which degrades essential cellular proteins. Calcium also activates endonucleases and promotes cleavage of genomic DNA.

One of the key targets of elevated intracellular calcium is the mitochondria, which undergoes changes that could lead to opening of the permeability transition pore (Nickells, 2004). The mitochondrial calcium antiporter is a low affinity high capacity calcium transporter that pumps calcium ions into the mitochondria upon elevation of cytoplasmic calcium. $Ca^{2+}$ build up in the mitochondria produces mitochondrial swelling by dissipating the voltage gradient between the outer and inner mitochondrial membrane. The inner mitochondrial membrane is flexible and thrown into multiple folds called cristae, and is therefore able to withstand the increase in volume. However the outer mitochondria membrane is unable to accommodate the increase in volume and ruptures, leading to release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria. The released cytochrome c forms a complex with apoptotic protein activating factor-1 (APAF-1) and caspase 9 to form the apoptosome which in turns activates the caspases which cleave a variety of structural and regulatory protein thereby leading to apoptotic death of cells.

Excitatory amino acid transporters (EAATs): After glutamate is released into the synaptic cleft, it is not degraded since there are no extracellular enzymes for its degradation. Glutamatergic transmission is terminated by rapid uptake of glutamate by a variety of specific glutamate transporters which are called excitatory amino acid transporters (EAATs) (Beretta et al., 2003). There are several classes of EAATs including EAAT1 (GLAST), EAAT2 (GLT), EAAT3 (EAAC), EAAT4 and EAAT5 (expressed mainly in the retina) each of which is encoded by distinct genes (Beretta et al., 2003). EAAT1 expression has been observed mainly in astrocytes throughout the CNS. EAAT1 is a plasma membrane bound protein and rarely detected in the cytoplasm. EAAT2 is also a plasma membrane protein expressed in astrocytes in various cerebral areas. EAAT3 is a major excitatory amino acid transporter in the neurons and highly expressed in hippocampus, cerebellum, and basal ganglia. EAAT4 expressed has been observed both in the cytoplasm and plasma membrane. EAAT4 is
Fig. 11. Calcium homeostasis in cells. Intracellular calcium is elevated mainly by ionotropic receptors (for example, glutamate receptors), which in turn could activate voltage-sensitive calcium channels and store-operated channels. Elevated intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) can produce a variety of cellular changes by binding to calmodulin and activating various signaling pathways or can be sequestered into the endoplasmic reticulum or mitochondria. Sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca\(^{2+}\)-ATPase (SERCA) pumps promote uptake of Ca\(^{2+}\) into the endoplasmic reticulum. On the other hand, activation of inositol-1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP\(_3\)) receptors in the endoplasmic reticulum or sarcoplasmic reticulum promote release of Ca\(^{2+}\) from these intracellular stores. The resting calcium is maintained at 100 nM by both uptake into the ER and Ca\(^{2+}\) release from cells by the action of plasma-membrane Ca\(^{2+}\)-ATPase (PMCA). The mitochondria has a uniporter that takes up Ca\(^{2+}\) from the cytosol, however it can release it by reversal of the uniporter. Other mechanisms contributing to release of Ca\(^{2+}\) from the mitochondria include Na\(^+\)/H\(^+\)-dependent Ca\(^{2+}\) exchange, or opening of the permeability transition pore (PTP). Ca\(^{2+}\) efflux from cells occurs mainly by the PMCA, which binds calmodulin and has a high affinity for Ca\(^{2+}\) localized in the plasma membrane mainly in Purkinje cells. Expression of EAATs is decreased by conditions of transient global ischemia. Treatment with different cytokines including tumor necrosis factor-\(\alpha\) (TNF-\(\alpha\)), interferon-\(\gamma\) and interleukin-1\(\beta\) have been shown to inhibit glutamate uptake. TNF-\(\alpha\) appears mediate this effect by decreasing GLAST and GLT expression in astrocytes. TNF-\(\alpha\) levels have been shown to be elevated in glaucoma primarily in glial cells (Nakagawa et al., 2006; Tezel, 2008) and this could be one factor that contributing to glutamate elevation during glaucomatous insults. These observations are significant in the light of recent studies which suggest that glial activation is an early and key event in glaucoma disease progression (Nickells, 2007).
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Fig. 12. Ca$^{2+}$ and Mitochondrial Permeability Transition Pore. One of the consequences of elevation of intracellular calcium is the opening of permeability transition pore, which is a conductance pore comprising of a complex of adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT) (in the inner mitochondrial membrane) and voltage-dependent anion channel (in the outer membrane). Under conditions of cellular stress, the complex forms an open pore at the junction of the outer and inner mitochondrial membrane. Opening of the pore dissipates the ionic gradient across the mitochondrial membrane, produces mitochondrial swelling and release of Ca$^{2+}$ from the mitochondria. Cytochrome c (Cyt c) is another factor that is released from the mitochondria due to opening of the PTP and rupture of the outer mitochondrial membrane. The released cytochrome c forms a complex with procaspase 9 and apoptotic protein activating factor-1 (APAF-1) to activate the caspase cascade and promote apoptosis.

4.1 Glutamate elevation in glaucoma

Excitotoxicity due to elevation of glutamate concentrations is an attractive hypothesis to account for retinal ganglion cell death in glaucoma. However, there is no consistent evidence for increased glutamate in animal models of glaucoma. Dreyer et al (1996) found a 2-fold increase in glutamate levels in human glaucoma patients compared to control subjects. The study also found 6-8 fold higher levels of vitreal glutamate in monkeys with experimentally-induced ocular hypertension. Another study found 5-fold higher levels of glutamate in dogs with primary glaucoma, compared with normal dogs. However two subsequent studies carried out in primates found no significant increase in vitreal glutamate in IOP elevated monkey eyes, compared to those in control eyes (Carter-Dawson et al., 2002; Wamsley et al., 2005). It is possible that the confounding factors such as increased activity of EAATs in glial cells that could be masking the increased glutamate concentrations that may occur in a narrow time window following ocular hypertension. Another significant omission in many of these studies is assessment of glutamate levels in the retina, since glial cells in the retina including Muller cells and astrocytes could be...
paracrine sources of glutamate that contribute to excitotoxicity. A more detailed analysis of various retinal sources of glutamate is necessary for a comprehensive assessment of glutamate elevation in glaucoma.

4.2 Excitotoxic cell death of retinal ganglion cells

Excitotoxicity is a recurring theme in the pathogenesis of retinal ganglion cell death, however the detailed cellular and biochemical mechanisms have eluded understanding for the past five decades. There are several unanswered questions about the relevance of excitotoxicity in glaucoma. The basic premise of elevation of glutamate needs further evaluation in both animal models of ocular hypertension and in human patients. If an increase in glutamate concentrations does occur in glaucoma, it is unclear if it is secondary to ischemia/hypoxia at the optic nerve head. Treatment with MK801 an NMDA glutamate receptor antagonist prevented apoptotic cell death of RGCs in ischemic rat retina after 12 h after insult (Ju et al., 2008). If an increase in glutamate occurs independent of ischemia, the underlying mechanisms for glutamate efflux from glial cells are not yet clear. The major line of evidence for excitotoxic cell death of retinal ganglion cells was from animal studies in which injection of nanomolar amounts of NMDA produce a loss of inner retinal neurons, particularly the retinal ganglion cells and inner plexiform layers. For instance, studies (Silliprandi et al., 1992) have shown that a single intravitreal injection of 20 nmole of NMDA resulted in 70% loss of cells with a soma diameter of greater than 8 microns in the ganglion cell layer, which were presumed to be retinal ganglion cells. Similar observations were made by Manabe and Lipton (2002) who demonstrated 80% retinal ganglion cell death after intravitreal injection of 20 nmole of NMDA in rats. Treatment with MK801, an uncompetitive NMDA antagonist was shown to block NMDA-mediated loss of retinal ganglion cells. A more detailed analysis of retinal ganglion cell death by excitotoxicity emerged from in vitro studies using primary cultures of retinal ganglion cells. Using chick retinal cells, Ferreira et al. demonstrated that under sodium-free conditions (to block activation of VGCC), calcium entry through NMDA receptors was sufficient to produce cell death. Hahn et al. (1988) showed that the extracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) concentration, plays a key role in glutamate-induced cell death in retinal ganglion cells. Under these conditions, both Mg\(^{2+}\) and the amino acid antagonist MK-801 [(+)-5-methyl-10,11-dihydro-5H-dibenzo-(alpha,gamma)-cyclohepten-5, 10-imine maleate], blockers of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor-coupled ion channels, completely blocked cell death induced by glutamate. The study suggests that Ca\(^{2+}\) entry through N-methyl-D-aspartate-activated channels is responsible for retinal ganglion cell death. Another NMDA antagonist, eliprodil (1 µM) was also found be very effective in protecting cultured retinal ganglion cells from NMDA-mediated cell death (Pang et al., 1999). Activation of p38 MAP kinase appears to mediate some of the neurotoxic effects of NMDA since treatment with SB203580 (a specific inhibitor of p38 MAP kinase) is effective in protecting against NMDA-mediated cell death (Manabe and Lipton, 2003). Most of the studies that demonstrate an acute effect of NMDA in producing neurodegeneration in the inner retina, may have limited relevance to primary open angle glaucoma which is a chronic neurodegenerative disease, in which clinical manifestation occurs over a period of several years. Perhaps, it would be worthwhile to study the involvement of metabotropic glutamate receptors in neurodegeneration in glaucoma. One study reported changes in several metabotropic glutamate receptors, particularly mGluR2 which was increased nearly 10-fold after ocular hypertension in DBA/2J mice (Dyka et al., 2004). Additional studies are needed
to analyze the significance of changes in metabotropic glutamate receptors in glaucoma and their role in neurodegeneration. Despite numerous observations about excitotoxic cell death of retinal ganglion cells and loss of inner plexiform layer, one study reported no effect of NMDA on retinal ganglion cells (Ullian et al., 2004). The study found that NMDA treatment killed mainly the amacrine cells, while retinal ganglion cells were unaffected. This study was unable to reproduce the NMDA-mediated cell death of cultured primary retinal ganglion cells that was observed in many of the previous studies. There are many possibilities for this apparent discrepancy between various research findings about excitotoxicity in retinal ganglion cells. RGCs are highly dependent on trophic factor-mediated signaling for their cell survival. Many of the earlier studies employed NMDA treatment in cell culture conditions that did not have the optimum levels of neurotrophins and trophic factors which could account for differences in the findings. Depending upon the concentration of neurotrophins in the culture medium of retinal ganglion cells, there could be variation in viability of the cells, which could account for variations in the data for excitotoxicity. For instance BDNF has been shown to inhibit the activation of Bim, a pro-apoptotic factor that is important for promoting apoptosis of trophic-factor deprived RGCs. Thus the experimental conditions of primary culture could greatly influence the outcome of experiments when excitotoxicity of NMDA is assessed in primary cultures of retinal ganglion cells. The localization of NMDA receptors is another factor contributing to susceptibility to excitotoxicity. Chen and Diamond (2002) report that NMDA receptors are localized predominantly in the extrasynaptic region suggesting that NMDA receptors are less likely to be overactivated by synaptic events. It is unclear how this distribution of receptors would contribute to excitotoxicity of retinal ganglion cells.

Cell culture experiments with glutamate are often problematic due to poor solubility of L-glutamic acid and high concentrations of glutamate tend to generate artifacts due to acidification of the cell culture medium. Some investigators use monosodium glutamate to circumvent this problem, but it is unclear if this has different binding properties to glutamate receptors. It would be interesting to analyze glutamate levels in a chronic animal model of ocular hypertension and determine if NMDA antagonist would be effective as neuroprotective agents in these experimental models of glaucoma.

Since NMDA receptor activity, is important for synaptic plasticity and normal neuron physiology, many NMDA antagonist that block all NMDA activity have undesirable side effects. In contrast, studies by Stuart Lipton’s group demonstrated that memantine, an adamantane derivative, preferentially blocks excessive NMDA receptor activity without disrupting normal activity (Lipton, 2004). Memantine acts as an open-channel blocker by preferential binding when there is overstimulation of the receptor and does not appreciably bind to the receptor channel and interfere with normal channel activity and neurotransmission. Memantine was found to be well tolerated in patients and has been approved by FDA for treatment of dementia in Alzheimer’s disease patients. Studies with the uncompetitive NMDA antagonist, memantine, met with a degree of success in ocular hypertensive rats. However phase III clinical trials with memantine were largely unsuccessful and patients showed no improvement in visual field. This study raises several issues about the contribution of NMDA receptor activation in neurodegeneration in glaucoma patients. The involvement of glutamate excitotoxicity in retinal ganglion cell death needs further investigation and further studies are necessary to understand its relevance to neurodegeneration in glaucoma.
5. Alpha-2-adrenergic agonists

Alpha-2 adrenergic agonists including clonidine and brimonidine have been known to reduce intraocular pressure, however clonidine produces a number of undesirable cardiovascular side effects. Brimonidine has a structure similar to clonidine, and is effective lowering IOP both in normotensive and ocular hypertensive primates (Burke and Potter, 1986). The mechanism underlying its ocular hypotensive effects are possibly related to reducing aqueous humor formation, since alpha-2-adrenergic receptors have been shown to be expressed in the iris and ciliary body. In recent years, studies have shown that in addition to lowering IOP, brimonidine has neuroprotective effects in animal models of glaucoma (Wheeler et al., 2003; Ahmed et al., 2001). For instance, in a rat model of elevated IOP, brimonidine administration initiated 10 days after IOP elevation prevented any further loss of ganglion cells. In vehicle- or timolol-treated rats, ganglion cell loss continued to occur (Woldmussie et al., 2001). In another glaucoma model, seven days after inducing transient ischaemia, there was loss of approximately half of the RGC population. Topical pre-treatment with 0.1% or 0.5% brimonidine attenuated ischaemia-induced RGC death. Brimonidine appears to preserve RGC survival and protect against a variety of glaucomatous insults. For instance, Lee et al. (2010) showed that brimonidine increased survival of rat RGCs in the presence of glutamate neurotoxicity, oxidative stress, and hypoxia.

6. Other emerging targets for neuroprotection

6.1 Endothelins

Endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a potent vasoactive peptide (Yanagisawa et al., 1988), has gained attention for its neurodegenerative role in glaucoma (Yorio et al., 2002). However the precise mechanisms underlying ET-1 mediated neurodegeneration are not completely understood. ET-1 levels are elevated in the aqueous humor of primary open angle glaucoma patients (Noske et al., 1997; Tezel et al., 1997) and in animal models of glaucoma (Kallberg et al., 2002; Thanos and Naskar 2004; and Prasanna et al., 2005). The clinical relevance of these findings is not completely clear but it appears plausible that ET-1 in aqueous humor could be secreted in response to an increase in IOP. There is considerable evidence to suggest that ET-1 could produce optic nerve damage similar to that seen in glaucoma. For instance, continuous peribulbar administration of ET-1 in primates produces optic nerve damage, similar to that seen in glaucoma (Orgul et al., 1996; Cioffi and Sullivan, 1999). Lau et al. (2005) have shown that a single ET-1 injection into rat eyes promoted loss of retinal ganglion cells, accompanied by increased GFAP labeling in the Muller cells end feet and astrocytic cell layer in retina and optic nerve. Chauhan et al. (2004) demonstrated that chronic administration of low doses ET-1 that do not appreciably alter blood flow in the retrobulbar region of the optic nerve, also results in a progressive loss of retinal ganglion cells and their axons without changes in optic disc morphology.

Since all known actions of ET-1 occur through binding to its receptors, it is important to understand which receptors may be mediating its damaging effects in glaucomatous optic neuropathy. Endothelin-1 acts mainly through two classes of receptors, the ETA and ETB receptors (Rubanyi and Polokoff, 1994). Both ETA and ETB belong to the rhodopsin superfamily of G-protein coupled receptors. Recently studies suggest that the endothelin B (ETB) receptor may be involved in mediating ET-1’s neurodegenerative effects. For instance, Wang et al. (2006) showed increased immunohistochemical staining for ETB receptors in...
human glaucomatous optic nerves as compared with age-matched controls Rogers et al. (1997) demonstrated an increase in ETB expression in glial cells in the optic nerve, after optic nerve transection. ET-1 acts through its receptors to promote proliferation and activation of optic nerve head astrocytes, which are key steps in the progression of glaucoma (Prasanna et al., 2002). Yang et al. (2007) showed that ETB mRNA expression in the retina increased in a rodent elevated IOP model of glaucoma, from as early as 1 day and persisted up to 8 weeks of IOP elevation. It therefore appears that endothelin receptor activation could be an early event in the etiology of glaucoma. Krishnamoorthy et al. (2008) showed that ETB receptor expression is increased in RGCs after intravitreal injection of ET-1 and this was accompanied by apoptosis of RGCs. ET-1 mediated apoptosis was attenuated in ETB receptor-deficient rats (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2008). Recent studies from Simon John’s lab showed that blocking endothelin receptors using bosentan (antagonist for both ETA and ETB receptors) is neuroprotective in a mouse ocular hypertension model of glaucoma (Howell et al., 2011). It is becoming increasingly evident from several corroborative observations that the endothelin system may play a pivotal role in neurodegeneration in glaucoma. Together these studies suggest the possibility of using endothelin antagonists as potential neuroprotective agents for glaucoma treatment.

6.2 Sigma-1 receptor
Sigma-1 receptors have emerged as a promising new neuroprotective candidate to protect RGCs from many of the noxious factors that are associated with the disease process of glaucoma (Dun et al., 2007). Sigma-1 receptors are a 26 kD transmembrane protein found on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) that translocate from the ER to interact with ionotropic channels located on the plasma membrane (Hayahsi and Su 2007). This molecular signaling pathway enables the ubiquitously expressed sigma-1 receptor to associate and regulate many ligand gated ion channels that are found on the plasma membrane of many different cell types throughout the body (Hayashi and Su 2007; Zhang and Cuevas 2002). Sigma-1 receptors have been shown to be expressed in the retina, with the predominating level of expression in the retinal ganglion cell layer (Liu et al., 2010). There are several factors that contribute to neuroprotective ability of sigma receptors. Sigma-1 receptor’s ability to bind and associate with L-type voltage gated calcium channels, regulate neuronal intracellular calcium concentrations when exposed to ischemic conditions, prevent glutamate excitotoxicity of RGCs when exposed to sigma-1 agonist (+)-pentazocine are some of the key mechanisms underlying sigma-1’s neuroprotective effects (Tchedre et al., 2008; Katnik et al., 2006; Dun et al., 2007). Other pathways affected by sigma-1 receptor include attenuation of intrinsic death signal of glutamate-exposed retinal cell lines, which is a likely candidate to maintain the viability, and homeostatic intracellular calcium regulation of RGCs when they are exposed to a number of noxious stimuli that cause RGC apoptosis (Tchedre and Yorio 2008). Lastly, sigma-1 receptor stimulation has also demonstrated in vivo protection against retinal degeneration in a diabetic retinopathy animal model (Smith et al., 2008). More pre-clinical research needs to be preformed to demonstrate the neuroprotective efficacy of sigma receptors in glaucomatous animal models.

6.3 Tumor necrosis factor-α
Another molecule that has emerged as a key contributor to glaucoma progression is the cytokine, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) (Tezel, 2008). In the anterior chamber of the eye,
TNF-α could have beneficial effects by promoting outflow through conventional and uveoscleral pathways (Husain et al., 2008). However, TNF-α appears to produce damaging effects in the posterior segment of the eye. Several publications point to the involvement of TNF-α in glaucomatous neurodegeneration. Yang et al. (2007) showed an increase in TNF-α receptor 1A expression in an ocular hypertension model of glaucoma in rodents. Increased labeling for TNF-α and its receptor was observed in glaucomatous eyes compared to controls (Tezel et al., 2001). In the same study, double immunofluorescence suggested TNF-α labeling mainly in glial cells, while TNF-α receptors were found mainly on RGCs. In a mouse model of ocular hypertension, Nakazawa et al. (2008) found increased concentrations of TNF-α in the retina, which was followed by microglial activation and loss of RGCs. The authors found that RGC loss was greatly attenuated in TNF-receptor 2-deficient mice, suggesting that TNF-α acts through TNF receptor-2 to produce neurodegeneration in glaucoma (Nakazawa et al., 2006). TNF-α promotes ET-1 release from ciliary non-pigmented ciliary epithelial cells (Prasanna et al., 1998) as well as retinal pigmented epithelium (Narayan et al., 2003), suggesting that some of TNF-α’s effects could be due to the downstream effects of endothelins. The role of TNF-α in glaucomatous degeneration is an evolving area of research with important implications for further research.

6.4 CD44
CD44 is a transmembrane glycoprotein which acts as a receptor for hyaluronic acid. Recent work by several groups suggests that soluble CD44 is significantly increased in aqueous humor of primary open angle glaucoma patients (Choi et al., 2005; Budak et al., 2009; Mokbel et al., 2010). The 32kDa ectodomain fragment of soluble CD44 was found have toxic effects both in the trabecular meshwork and ganglion cells in vitro. The cytotoxicity of CD44 was blocked by administration of anti-CD44 antibody in vitro (Choi et al., 2005). CD44 was also found to be increased in other models of neurodegeneration such as RDS mice which is characterized by inherited retinal degeneration (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2000). More work is needed in this developing area of research to fully understand the contribution of CD44 to glaucomatous pathophysiology.

7. Concluding remarks
While the present treatment modalities for glaucoma are effective in terms of lowering intraocular pressure and slowing down neurodegeneration, there are issues with long term application of medications particularly their side effects due to prolonged use. Besides, neurodegenerative effects continue to occur in some patients despite lowering IOP. It is clear that there are numerous targets that could be exploited for developing a neuroprotective agent to reduce axon loss and apoptosis of RGCs. However, it would be imperative to develop stringent measures to assess the efficacy and potency of various test compounds in animal models of glaucoma. After careful analysis using a battery of tests and cellular and molecular assays for neuroprotection, an efficacious candidate drug could make significant progress in clinical trials, so that there would be a good chance for success with neuroprotection in humans. This would involve a concerted effort among basic scientists, clinicians and pharmacologists and should result in the development of the first generation of neuroprotective treatments for glaucoma.
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This book addresses the basic and clinical science of glaucomas, a group of diseases that affect the optic nerve and visual fields and is usually accompanied by increased intraocular pressure. The book incorporates the latest development as well as future perspectives in glaucoma, since it has expedited publication. It is aimed for specialists in glaucoma, researchers, general ophthalmologists and trainees to increase knowledge and encourage further progress in understanding and managing these complicated diseases.
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